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Welcome  to  the  2020  Youth  Ocean  Conservation  Summit !

Through  this  f irst  of  its  kind  virtual  YOCS  event ,  you 're

joining  young  ocean  conservation  leaders  from  around  the

world  as  we  celebrate  the  10th  anniversary  Summit  and  build

the  momentum  for  a  new  decade  of  ocean  conservation

impact .  Over  the  past  10  years ,  the  Summit  program  has

equipped  over  2 ,800  young  conservation  leaders  across  the

country ,  through  44  Summits  in  13  cities   -  with  each  event

driven  by  teams  of  youth  in  partnership  with  incredible

conservation  organizations .  We 've  built  a  global  community

of  young  leaders ,  and  provided  support  to  bring  diverse

conservation  projects  to  l i fe  through  a  mini-grant  program

that  has  provided  165  grants  to  directly  support  young

conservation  leaders .  

This  impact  has  been  made  possible  through  an  incredible

network  of  partner  organizations ,  program  sponsors ,

dedicated  volunteer  mentors ,  and  youth  leaders  who

understand  the  critical  role  young  people  play  in  ensuring  a

sustainable  future  for  our  blue  planet .  Thank  you  for  your

outstanding  work !  

This  year 's  Summit  will  provide  you  with  the  knowledge ,

tools ,  and  funds  needed  to  launch  or  expand  solutions-

oriented  ocean  conservation  projects  in  your  community .  We

can 't  wait  to  see  the  impact  we ' l l  make  together !  

- Sean Russell

YOCS Founder 

A special thanks to the
amazing staff and
volunteers at Mote Marine
Laboratory for their tireless
dedication and support of
this event over the past
decade! 

WE L COME !



S C H EDU L E

Maximizing  Support  for  Your  Organization  or  Event  -  Julie  Scardina

YOCS  Create-a-thon  -  Alyssa  Irizarry  & Ryan  Sobel

Developing  Empathy  for  Conservation  Outcomes  -  Jim  Wharton  

Diving  in  to  Coral  Reef  Restoration  -  Jessyca  Garlock  & Cody  Engelsma

How  Worms  Can  Save  the  World  -  Amelia  Rogers

Generation  Plastic  -  The  Past ,  Present ,  and  Future  -  Michael  Doshi

Leadership  Lessons  from  the  Animals :  How  to  Drive  (and  Survive ! )  Change  -  Julie

Henry

Learning  by  Doing  -  How  to  Cultivate  Your  Own  Path  to  Change  Making  -  Baylee

Ritter

Ally  Skills  101  -  Jasmin  Graham

Marine  Chemical  Communication  -  Dr .  Aileen  Maldonado

Ocean  Inspiration  -  Kim  Bassos-Hull

Spinning  your  impact  web  -  Justin  Grubb

Saving  Sharks :  How  You  Can  Help  and  Why  it  Matters  -  Jill ian  Morris

Community  Based  Conservation  Engagement  (CBCE)  - People  First  Conservation  -

David  Bader

Policy  for  the  Planet  -  Ben  May

Communicating  the  Science  of  Climate  -  Jennifer  Gray  & Dr .  Ellen  Prager

10:00 am - Welcome & Kickoff Event

10:10 am - Keynote Speaker - Philippe Cousteau

10:40 am - Youth Presentations

11:15 am - Action Planning

                Careers in Ocean Conservation Panel

12:15 pm - Lunch Break (on own)

1:15 pm - Skill Building Workshops Session 1

2:05 pm - Skill Building Workshops Session 2 (repeat of session 1)

2:55 pm - Ask the Experts Series

3:45 pm - Skill Building Workshops Session 3

4:35 pm - Skill Building Workshops Session 4 (repeat of session 3)

5:20 pm - Call to Action

5:30 pm - Networking

All times listed in Eastern Standard Time. 



MORN I N G

P R E S E N T A T I O N S

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Young  people  are  stepping  up  and  leading  the

charge  to  protect  our  planet ’s  marine  ecosystems .

Through  this  series  of  opening  presentations ,  you ’ l l

be  inspired  by  our  Youth  Ocean  Conservation

Summit  alumni  as  they  share  the  conservation

programs  they ’ve  launched  after  participating  in

the  Summit .  Their  projects  range  from  marine

debris  prevention  and  environmental  education

efforts  to  habitat  restoration  and  wildlife

conservation  programs .  Through  these

presentations  they ’ l l  highlight  their  project

planning  process ,  lessons  learned ,  and  the  impact

of  their  efforts .

Youth Ocean Conservation Team Presentations 
10:40 - 11:10 am Eastern Standard Time

Gain  inspiration ,  ideas ,  and  hope  as  we  kick-off  the

10th  anniversary  Youth  Ocean  Conservation

Summit  with  a  special  keynote  presentation  from

filmmaker ,  explorer ,  and  advocate ,  Philippe
Cousteau! 

Keynote Presentation
10:10 - 10:40 am Eastern Standard Time

T E C HNO LOG Y

R EQU I R EM EN T S

Note  all  sessions  will  be  conducted  via  Zoom .

Registered  participants  will  be  e-mailed  access

information  to  all  sessions  the  week  of  the  event .

Afternoon  workshops  and  networking  sessions  will

be  l imited  on  space ,  with  most  sessions  repeating

to  help  ensure  everyone  can  attend  their  preferred

workshop  choices .  



MORN I N G

P R E S E N T A T I O N S

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Is  there  an  ocean  conservation  issue  you  wish  to

address  in  your  community? Join  young  ocean

conservation  leaders  from  around  the  world ,  and

work  with  expert  mentors ,  to  develop  a  project

and  action  plan  to  help  address  relevant  marine

conservation  issues .  This  engaging  session  will

walk  you  through  the  process  of  planning  your

own  ocean  conservation  project  and  help  you  gain

the  knowledge  and  skills  you  need  to  make  your

project  successful !  Afternoon  workshops  at  the

Summit  will  help  you  further  develop  the  skills  you

need  to  successfully  implement  your  conservation

project  in  your  hometown  and  help  protect  our

planet ’s  marine  ecosystems !

Conservation Project Action Planning
11:15 am - 12:15 pm Eastern Standard Time

Already  working  on  an  ocean  conservation  project

and  want  to  learn  how  to  turn  your  ocean

conservation  work  into  a  career? Then  this

workshop  is  for  you !  Join  a  panel  of  researchers ,

educators  and  ocean  conservationists  to  learn

about  their  career  paths ,  educational  background ,

and  current  day  to  day  conservation  work !  You ’ l l

also  have  the  chance  to  have  your  questions

answered  by  this  team  of  conservationists ,  and

they ’ l l  share  with  you  ways  you  can  take  action

now  to  help  with  the  ocean  conservation  work

they  do  on  a  daily  basis !

Note: This panel is recommended for returning Summit
participants

Careers in Ocean Conservation Panel 
11:15 am - 12:15 pm Eastern Standard Time



WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Skill Building Workshops Session 1 & 2
Session 1 - 1:15 - 2:00 pm EST

Session 2 - 2:05 - 2:50 pm EST

Creative  communication  and  storytelling  are  powerful

tools  for  impactful  conservation  projects .  In  this

workshop ,  participants  will  channel  their  inner  artist  to   

practice  expressing  conservation  messages  inspired  by

the  Summit ,  and  use  creativity  to  advocate  for  our  blue

planet .  Participants  will  also  learn  about  creative

opportunities  and  resources  available  to  students .  You

are  encouraged  to  utilize  any  creative  tools  available  to

you ,  but  should  have  these  materials  gathered  and

ready  prior  to  the  start  of  the  workshop .  Whether  you

choose  to  use  crayons ,  markers ,  pencils ,  brushes ,  digital

painting  tools ,  TikTok  or  even  meme  generators ,  get

ready  to  have  fun  and  let  creativity  flow !

YOCS Create-a-thon
Alyssa Irizarry & Ryan Sobel

Maximizing Support for Your Organization or Event
Julie Scardina

Let 's  share  great  ideas  about  fundraising ,

communications  and  event  planning  to  make  the  most

of  your  efforts  for  the  benefit  of  nature .

Awareness  of  conservation  issues  is  important ,  but

often  not  enough  to  motivate  behavior  change .  Learn

more  about  using  empathy  as  a  driver  for  deeper

engagement  in  conservation  challenges . . .with  both

animals  and  people .

Developing Empathy for Conservation Outcomes
Jim Wharton



WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Generation Plastic - The Past, Present, and Future
Michael Doshi

This  presentation  will  explore  where  we  have  been  with

solutions  to  plastic  pollution ,  where  we  are  now ,  and

what  l ies  ahead  in  the  journey  to  create  long- lasting

change .   You  will  be  introduced  to  Wayfinder  Society ,

an  online  club  designed  to  help  youth  navigate  the

complex  systems  of  plastic  pollution  and  create

solutions  in  your  local  area .   Come  expand  your

knowledge  at  this  presentation  and  leave  feeling

energized  with  the  tools  to  think  critically  at  home !

What  can  a  red-wiggler  do  to  help  the  planet? Quite  a

lot !  Learn  how  many  people  are  lessening  their  impact

on  the  planet  just  by  keeping  a  worm  bin .

How Worms Can Save the World
Amelia Rogers

Dive  into  the  exciting  world  of  coral  reef  restoration

with  this  presentation  on  the  incredible  work

happening  at  Mote ’s  Elizabeth  Moore  International

Center  for  Coral  Reef  Research  and  Restoration !  What  is

a  coral  nursery  and  out  planting? What  special

techniques  are  scientists  using  to  grow  corals  even

faster? What  is  a  coral  matchmaker  and  how  are  babies

made? How  can  you  get  involved? Discover  these

answers  and  more !

Diving in to Coral Reef Restoration
Jessyca Garlock & Cody Engelsma

Skill Building Workshops Session 1 & 2
Session 1 - 1:15 - 2:00 pm EST

Session 2 - 2:05 - 2:50 pm EST



WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

You  have  an  idea . . .a  passion . . .a  way  in  which  you  want

to  impact  the  world  for  good . . .so  how  do  you  make  it

happen? How  do  you  ' lead '  change? What  do  you  need

to  put  into  place  to  make  sure  this  change  'sticks '?  And

how  do  you  adjust  when  things  start  to  happen  that

you  didn 't  plan  for  but  you  have  to  deal  with  anyway?

At  its  heart ,  leadership  is  about  leading  change  -  both

the  change  you  want  to  see  in  the  world  and  the

change  that  happens  TO  you  that  you  didn 't  expect  or

maybe  don 't  want .  In  this  interactive  session ,  we  will

build  off  of  your  unique  qualities  as  a  leader  as  you

learn  a  foundational  system  to  guide  your  work  and

focus  your  efforts .  Growing  as  a  leader  is  a  process  you

will  continue  your  whole  l i fe  -  and  the  best  way  to

ensure  you  are  having  the  maximum  impact  you  can

for  the  future  of  the  ocean .  

Leadership Lessons from the Animals: How to Drive
(and Survive!) Change

Julie Henry

Learning by Doing - How to Cultivate Your Own Path to
Change Making

Baylee Ritter
Coming  from  a  rural  community  in  I l l inois ,  Baylee

understands  the  frustration  many  young  people  feel

when  they  are  trying  to  make  a  difference  but  don ’t

have  access  to  resources ,  opportunities ,  and  l ike-

minded  peers .  For  years  it  felt  l ike  her  change  making

path  was  constantly  met  by  obstacles .  But  that  didn 't

stop  her  and  shouldn 't  be  stopping  you !  Join  Baylee  for

an  interactive  discussion  on  how  to  f ind  and  surround

yourself  with  a  community  of  l ike  minded  peers ,  create

your  own  experiences ,  turn  your  passion  into  projects ,

and  learn  by  DOING .  Your  future  is  in  your  hands  -  learn

how  to  seize  it !  : )

Skill Building Workshops Session 1 & 2
Session 1 - 1:15 - 2:00 pm EST

Session 2 - 2:05 - 2:50 pm EST



WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Chris  Fischer

Jennifer  Gray

Julie  Henry

Wendy  Benchley  

Dr .  Ellen  Prager

Julie  Scardina

Join  our  Youth  Ocean  Conservation  Summit

partners  and  former  keynote  speakers  for

an  interactive  conversation  to  help  support

the  development  of  your  ocean

conservation  project  action  plans .  Bring

your  ideas  and  questions  to  discuss  with  an

inspiring  panel  of  ocean  conservation

leaders .

Special  guest  mentors  include :  

and  more !

Ask the Experts Panel
 2:55 - 3:40 pm EST 



WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Skill Building Sessions 3 & 4
Session 3 - 3:45 - 4:30 pm EST

Session 4 - 4:35 - 5:20 pm EST

The  unseen  communication  by  marine  organisms  is

happening  all  around  us  in  the  water ,  via  chemical

cues .   In  the  marine  world ,  chemical  cues  have  a  very

strong  influence  on  deciding  i f  an  organism  will  eat ,

f ight  with ,  run  from ,  or  mate  with  the  organism  next  to

them .  Scientists  have  been  studying  how  organisms

interact  for  centuries  but  only  recently  do  we  have  the

tools  to  understand  the  chemical  signaling  that  is  often

responsible  for  these  interactions .  These  cues  can  be  so

powerful  that  male  crustaceans  will  guard ,  carry ,  and

attempt  to  mate  with  golf  balls  i f  these  have  been

treated  with  the  correct  pheromone  (Asai  et  al .  2000 ,

Hardege  et  al .  2002 ,  Breithaupt  & Thiel  2008) .

Marine Chemical Communication
Dr. Aileen Maldonado

Ally Skills 101
Jasmin Graham

This  training  will  provide  participants  with  the  skills  to

act  as  allies  to  support  marginalized  communities  in

science ,  conservation  and  their  every  day  l ives .

What  inspires  you  to  want  to  learn  about  and  protect

the  ocean  and  it 's  marine  l i fe?  How  can  you  use  this

inspiration  to  engage  others  and  impact  change?  This

workshop  will  be  lead  by  Kim  Bassos-Hull ,  a  senior

biologist  at  Mote  Marine  Lab  and  one  of  the  initial

founders  of  the  Youth  Ocean  Conservation  Summit  and

Mote 's  High  School  Intern  Research  Program .   During

this  workshop  we  will  share  with  other  workshop

participants  how  we  were  inspired  and  how  to  turn  our

stories  into  social  media ,  art  and  research .   Workshop

participants  are  asked  to  bring  (or  send  prior)  one

photo  to  share  and  to  describe  their  story  -  let 's  get

inspired  by  each  other !

Ocean Inspiration 
Kim Bassos-Hull



WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Session 3 & 4
Session 3 3:45 - 4:30 pm 

Session 4 4:35 - 5:20 pm 

Spinning your Impact Web
Justin Grubb

Creating  change  is  at  the  heart  of  every  conservation

project .  Learn  to  build  a  community  around  your

project  by  creating  a  web  that  will  catch  your  audience

and  create  the  change  needed  to  address  your

conservation  goals .  This  workshop  will  give  participants

a  hands  on  opportunity  to  create  an  impact  strategy

and  learn  how  to  make  the  digital  world  work  for  them

and  their  project .

Saving Sharks: How You Can Help and Why it Matters
Jillian Morris

Sharks  play  a  critical  role  in  healthy  oceans ,  but  sadly ,

25% of  sharks  and  rays  are  threatened  with  extinction .

Learn  about  the  threats  they  face  and  how  you  can

impact  change  in  your  school ,  neighborhood  and  state .

DIVE  IN  and  become  a  shark  advocate .

Policy for the Planet
Ben May

Are  you  hoping  to  engage  local  elected  officials  in  your

conservation  campaign? Join  this  interactive  session  to

learn  strategies  to  incorporate  political  advocacy  into

your  efforts  to  protect  our  blue  planet .  You ’ l l  learn  how

to  identify  your  elected  officials  and  make  a  plan  to

engage  them  in  your  ocean  conservation  work .   



Community Based Conservation Engagement - People
first conservation

David Bader

All  conservation  issues  are  created  by  people  and

figuring  out  how  to  work  with  people  and  the

communities  they  l ive  in  is  key  to  conservation  success .   

So  why  is  it  that  so  many  conservation  initiatives  focus

primarily  on  biological  and  ecological  research  without

a  significant  engagement  using  social  science

concepts?  A  new  focus  needs  to  emerge  in  our  ideas

about  how  to  achieve  conservation  success .   A  focus  on

communities  and  community  engagement  is  a  positive

way  forward  to  achieve  our  conservation  goals .

WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S

Session 3 & 4
Session 3 3:45 - 4:30 pm 

Session 4 4:35 - 5:20 pm 

Communicating the Science of Climate 
Jennifer Gray & Dr. Ellen Prager

Join  CNN  Meteorologist  Jennifer  Gray  and

Oceanographer  Dr .  Ellen  Prager  for  an  engaging

discussion  on  the  science  behind  climate  change  and

strategies  for  community  this  critical  issue  to

audiences  of  all  ages .  Come  with  your  questions  and

project  plans  for  taking  action  on  climate  in  your  local

community .  



End of Day Networking 
5:30 - 6:00 pm

Connect  with  fellow  Summit  attendees  and

our  conservation  partners  for  a  virtual

networking  event  as  you  build  relationships

and  gain  ideas  to  strengthen  your  project

plans ,  while  learning  how  to  get  involved  in

the  unique  work  carried  out  by  the

networking  session  host  organizations .

J O I N  T H E

CONV E R S A T I O N !

Share highlights from your Youth Ocean

Conservation Summit experience on social media!

Join the conversation with #YOCS20 and share

your favorite YOCS memories from the past decade

with #10YearsofYOCS!

Be sure to tag @YOCSummit and @MoteEducation

on Instagram!

WORK SHO P

D E S C R I P T I O N S



Inspired  by  the  legacy  of  his  grandfather  Jacques

Cousteau ,  Philippe  is  a  multi  Emmy-Nominated  TV

host  and  producer  as  well  as  an  author ,  speaker ,

and  social  entrepreneur .  Philippe  is  the  host  and

executive  producer  of  the  weekly  syndicated  series

Awesome  Planet ,  now  in  its  sixth  season .  

Recently  Philippe  and  his  wife  Ashlan  were  the  stars

of  The  Travel  Channel ’s  hit  series  Caribbean  Pirate

Treasure .   In  2016  Philippe  and  Ashlan  co-hosted

Nuclear  Sharks ,  the  #1  show  for  Discovery ’s  Shark

Week .   As  a  special  correspondent  for  CNN ,  he  has

hosted  several  award-winning  shows ,  including  his

series  Going  Green  which  ran  for  four  years  and  the

8-part  special  Expedition  Sumatra .  Philippe  has  also

hosted  and  produced  television  programs  for

Animal  Planet  and  the  8-part  series  Oceans  for  the

BBC  and  Discovery  Channel .

Philippe 's  conservation  efforts  are  focused  on

solving  global  social  and  environmental  problems .

In  2005  he  founded  EarthEcho  International ;  a

leading  environmental  education  organization

dedicated  to  inspiring  youth  to  take  action  for  a

sustainable  planet .  To  date ,  2  million  youth  in  146

countries  have  participated  in  EarthEcho  programs .

He  has  testified  before  Congress  several  times  and

serves  on  the  National  Council  of  the  World  Wildlife

Fund ,  the  Board  of  Advisors  of  the  Environmental

Media  Association ,  the  Board  of  Directors  of  Green

2 .0  and  the  Advisory  Board  of  Ocean  Unite  and

Antarctica  2020 .

Philippe  and  his  wife ,  Ashlan ,  reside  in  Los  Angeles ,

California  with  their  daughter  Vivienne  and  rescue

dog  Kenai .

Philippe Cousteau
Founder, EarthEcho International
Keynote Speaker

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Kim Bassos-Hull 
Senior Biologist, Mote Marine Laboratory

First  and  foremost  Kim  is  an  advocate  for  the  sea  and  all  it ’s  amazing

yet  vastly  different  creatures .   Kim  Bassos-Hull  is  currently  a  Research

Associate  with  the  Sarasota  Dolphin  Research  Program  (since  1993)  and

a  Senior  Biologist  with  Mote  Marine  Laboratory  in  Sarasota ,  Florida

(since  2001) .  Kim  began  her  studies  with  dolphins  in  1988  as  an

undergraduate  at  University  of  California  at  Santa  Cruz ’s  (UCSC)  Long

Marine  Lab  and  graduated  with  a  B .S .  in  Biology  in  1990 .   Between

1990-1993  she  conducted  her  master ’s  thesis  project  through  UCSC  on

the  reintroduction  of  two  bottlenose  dolphins  from  Tampa  Bay ,  Florida

as  a  graduate  student  of  Dr  Randy  Wells  (CZS/SDRP  Director) .  Kim ’s

main  focus  with  the  SDRP  is  assisting  with  photo- identification  surveys

of  dolphins  along  the  west  coast  of  Florida  and  assessing  population

abundance  trends  and  distribution .  Additionally ,  Kim  does  research

and  outreach  for  the  SDRP  on  human  impacts  on  dolphins  and  other

marine  megafauna  and  co-chairs  the  Florida  Marine  Debris  Reduction

Plan ’s  Wildlife  and  Habitats  Impacts  Group .  In  2009 ,  Kim  initiated  the

Spotted  Eagle  Ray  Conservation  Program  at  Mote  which  has  provided

important  information  on  biology ,  behavior ,  population  structure  and

fisheries  impacts  in  Florida ,  Mexico ,  Cuba  and  Brazil  and  in  more

recent  years  her  research  has  expanded  to  include  mobulid  rays  (manta

and  devil  rays) .  She  has  co-authored  over  a  dozen  peer-reviewed

journal  articles  and  several  popular  articles  on  aspects  of  her  dolphin

and  ray  research  and  presented  over  100  professional  and  public  talks .

Kim  also  is  a  research  mentor  for  Mote ’s  Education  Program  (since

2007)  and  works  with  high  school  students  involving  them  in  various

aspects  of  her  research .  Two  of  Kim ’s  career  goals  are  to  connect

research  and  education  to  inspire  conservation  action  and  to  build

conservation  capacity  with  researchers  from  other  countries  and  in  the

next  generation .

S P E A K E R  B I O S

David Bader
Co-Coordinator, AZA Vaquita SAFE Program

David  Bader  is  the  co-coordinator  of  AZA 's  Vaquita  SAFE  (  Saving

Animals  From  Extinction)  program .   He  has  worked  on  vaquita

conservation  for  the  past  6  years  and  has  supported  recent

conservation  efforts  for  small  coastal  cetaceans  through  joining  the

Integrated  Conservation  Planning  for  Cetaceans  ( ICPC)  team

https : / / iucn-csg .org/ integrated-conservation-planning-for-

cetaceans- icpc/ .   This  and  his  experience  with  the  critically

endangered  vaquita  porpoise  has  led  him  to  recognize  a  different

approach  to  conservation  is  required  i f  we  wish  to  see  conservation

success .   Additionally ,  Bader  has  worked  at  the  Aquarium  of  the

Pacific  as  the  Director  of  Education  and  served  as  president  of  the

National  Marine  Educators  Association .  Bader  has  a  Masters  Degree

in  Biology  and  Educational  Media  Design  from  UC  Irvine ,  and  a

Bachelors  Degree  in  Marine  Biology  from  UC  Santa  Cruz .



Wendy Benchley
Ocean Conservationist and Marine Policy Advocate

Wendy Benchley is a renowned global voice for protecting sharks and

safeguarding our seas. As a scuba diver for fifty years, she has witnessed

dramatic changes to our ocean’s wildlife and its habitats. This has motivated

her vigorous efforts to help shape smarter, stronger environmental and

marine policies with government officials, NGOs and other civic leaders.

Wendy co-founded the prestigious Peter Benchley Ocean Awards,™

honoring her late husband’s legacy, in order to shine a light on the

exceptional conservation work being done by marine scientists, researchers,

explorers, and policy makers both in the United States and internationally.

The Benchley Ocean Awards recognized eighty-three winners for excellence

and achievement over the course of a decade and are now retired.

Wendy was the 2014 recipient of the International SeaKeepers Lifetime

Achievement Award, which is given annually to an individual or an

organization that has demonstrated an extraordinary commitment to ocean

conservation. She was inducted into the Women’s Diving Hall of Fame in

2015, she accepted the 2016 Beneath the Sea ‘Diver of the Year for

Environmentalism’ Award, she received the 2017 Pegasus Foundation Wings

Award for excellence in animal and habitat protection, and in 2019 she was

honored with the Rob Stewart Foundation Lifetime Achievement for Ocean

Conservation Award.

Based in Washington, D.C., Wendy is actively engaged in the marine policy

community and supports many of the world’s leading ocean &

environmental philanthropies. As a WildAid Board member she plays a

prominent leadership role and is actively involved in its highly effective and

widely respected global work to reduce the demand for illegal wildlife

products, including ivory, rhino horn, pangolin and shark fin. Additionally,

WildAid’s Marine Program is committed to building 250 highly effective, well

enforced marine protect areas around the world.

She is also a Board member of Beneath the Waves, an organization

dedicated to promoting ocean health using science and technology to

catalyze ocean policy, and Blue Frontier, a leading national grassroots group

with links to 1,400 ocean organizations that builds solution-oriented citizen

engagement needed to protect our ocean, coasts, and the communities,

both human and wildlife,

that depend on them.

Wendy was married to Peter Benchley, the author of Jaws and a well-known

voice for ocean conservation through his numerous books, articles and

documentaries about the wonders of ocean life and its many threats.

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Andrew Brennan
Education Fellow, National Geographic

Andrew  Brennen  is  co-founder  of  the  Prichard

Committee  Student  Voice  Team ,  which  helps  to

amplify  and  elevate  students  as  partners  in

improving  Kentucky  schools .  In  that  capacity ,  he

has  launched  and  led  several  initiatives ,  including

a  successful  statewide ,  student- led  public  affairs

campaign  that  resulted  in  the  restoration  of  $14

million  for  low- income  student  scholarships .

Today ,  the  Prichard  Committee  Student  Voice

Team  consists  of  over  150  young  people  from

across  Kentucky  and  serves  as  a  national  model

for  how  young  people  can  hold  educational

institutions  accountable  to  them .  Since  founding

the  Prichard  Committee  Student  Voice  Team  in

2012  as  a  junior  in  high  school ,  Brennen  has  held

communications  and  marketing  positions  in  a

number  of  organizations ,  from  the  Obama

Foundation  to  McKinsey  & Company .  He  currently

serves  on  the  boards  of  directors  of  Student  Voice ,

The  Next  50  PAC ,  and  Seek  Common  Ground .

Doshi  is  Algalita 's  Director  of  Partnerships .   He

spearheads  strategic  partnership  collaborations ,

engaging  organizations  working  on  innovative

solutions  to  participate  in  Algalita ’s  youth

education  programs .  Doshi  has  traveled  the

world  conducting  waste  investigations  to

experience  where  our  plastic  ends  up  in  the

environment  and  how  it  impacts  humans .   When

he 's  not  working  on  plastic  pollution  you  can

find  him  surfing  in  Southern  California !

Michael Doshi  
Director of Partnerships, Algalita Marine
Research & Education

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Jessyca Garlock
Keys Education Programs Coordinator, Mote
Marine Laboratory

Jessyca  was  born  and  raised  in  Florida .  She

received  her  B .S .  in  Biology  from  the  University  of

South  Florida ,  where  she  did  her  undergraduate

research  in  oyster  reef  ecology .  After  graduation ,

Jessyca  moved  to  the  Florida  Keys  to  intern  in  the

Ocean  Acidification  program  at  Mote ’s  Tropical

Research  Lab .  After  several  internships  at  various

labs  and  locations ,  Jessyca  decided  to  pursue  her

passion  for  education  and  outreach  by  getting  her

Florida  Teacher  Certification  and  working  as  a

STEM  Lab  teacher  in  Key  West .  Jessyca  is  currently

the  Keys  Education  Programs  Coordinator  at

Mote ’s  Elizabeth  Moore  International  Center  for

Coral  Reef  Research  and  Restoration .

Cody Engelsma
Coral Reproduction Technician, Mote
Marine Laboratory

Cody  Engelsma  is  a  coral  reproduction

technician  at  IC2R3  in  Summerland  Key

Florida .  He  began  as  an  intern  in  the  Coral

Restoration  Program  in  2018 .  His  position  is

to  support  Mote ’s  coral  sexual  propagation

activities ,  which  include  assisting  with  coral

spawning ,  overseeing  fertil ization  and  larval

settlement ,  and  f inally  the  rearing  of  the

coral  recruits .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Chris Fischer leads his life through the guiding

principle of doing good for the world and

including the world in the work.  A full-time

explorer, Fischer has a special gift of seeing the

“big picture,” creating solutions around that

picture, and communicating that picture in an

accessible way to others. An explorer and

disruptor, Chris has led 39 global expeditions

focused on accelerating the ocean’s return to

balance and abundance, by unlocking the life

history puzzle of white sharks and other keystone

species through expeditions aboard the

OCEARCH. Fischer has received numerous

prestigious recognitions, including The Explorers

Club Lowell Thomas Medal for Imagination in

Exploration and the Nominee Trust 100 Award for

top social innovators list. Further, OCEARCH has

been featured in more than 10,000 outlets

including The New York Times, CNN, CBS Morning

News, The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, 60

Minutes and most major news media

organizations worldwide.

Fischer’s work through OCEARCH is supported

through socially innovative partnerships with Costa

Sunglasses, SeaWorld, YETI Coolers, Jefferson’s

Bourbon, Cisco Brewery, Jacksonville University,

and the support of fans across the globe. A

graduate of Indiana University, Fischer continually

explores the world alongside his wonderful family

and crew.

Chris Fischer  
OCEARCH Founding Chairman/Expedition
Leader

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Jasmin Graham
MarSci-LACE Project Coordinator, Mote Marine
Laboratory & President/CEO, Minorities in Marine
Science (MISS)

Jasmin  specializes  in  elasmobranch  ecology  and  evolution .

Her  past  research  interests  include  smalltooth  sawfish

movement  ecology  and  hammerhead  shark  phylogeny .  She  is

a  member  of  the  American  Elasmobranch  Society  and  served

on  their  Student  Advisory  Committee  for  two  years .  Jasmin

completed  internships  with  the  Smithsonian  Environmental

Research  Center ,  Fort  Johnson  Marine  Lab  and  FWC  Division

of  Marine  Fisheries  Management .  She  worked  as  an  instructor

for  the  Saturday  at  the  Sea  program  through  the  Florida

State  University  Office  of  STEM  Teaching  Activities .  Jasmin

has  a  passion  for  science  education  and  making  science

more  accessible  for  everyone .  She  is  the  project  coordinator

for  the  MarSci-LACE  project ,  which  is  focused  on  researching

and  promoting  best  practices  to  recruit ,  support  and  retain

minority  students  in  marine  science .  She  is  also  the

President/CEO  of  Minorities  in  Shark  Sciences ,  an

organization  dedicated  to  promoting  diversity  and  inclusion

in  the  f ield  of  shark  science .  She  committed  to  opening

doors  for  more  underrepresented  minority  students  to  join

the  exciting  f ield  of  marine  science .

Jennifer Gray
Meteorologist, CNN

Jennifer  Gray  is  a  meteorologist  for  CNN ,  HLN  and  CNN

International ,  with  a  true  passion  for  ocean  conservation .  

 Prior  to  working  at  CNN ,  she  was  a  meteorologist  for  WTVJ

in  Miami .   While  in  Miami ,  she  co-hosted  and  co-produced

'Florida  Insider  Fishing  Report '  for  Sun  Sports  and  worked  on

several  marine  tagging  programs  in  conjunction  with  the  Guy

Harvey  Ocean  Foundation ,  raising  awareness  of  conservation

issues  facing  the  oceans  and  the  world ’s  f isheries .

While  at  CNN ,  Jennifer  has  covered  everything  from

blizzards ,  to  hurricanes ,  to  floods ,  to  the  algae  problem

Florida  has  faced .   She  has  produced  many  stories  for  CNN

and  CNN .com  that  focus  on  our  oceans  and  conservation .    

 Gray  earned  her  bachelor 's  of  science  in  geosciences  and

her  broadcast  meteorology  certificate  from  Mississippi  State ,

and  she  earned  her  bachelor  of  arts  in  broadcast  journalism

from  Northwestern  State  University  in  Louisiana .  She  is  a

lifetime  member  of  the  Coastal  Conservation  Association .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Justin Grubb
Science Communicator | Filmmaker | Explore,
Running Wild Media

Justin  Grubb  is  a  wildlife  f i lmmaker ,  photographer ,

published  writer ,  naturalist  and  co-founder  of  Running

Wild  Media .  Justin  earned  his  B .Sc .  in  Biology  at

Bowling  Green  State  University  and  is  currently  earning

his  Masters  of  Biology  at  Miami  University  in  Ohio .  With

years  of  international  wildlife  f ield  research  and

formal/ informal  teaching  experience ,  Justin  combines

these  two  f ields  with  media  to  enhance  science

communication .  

Justin ’s  love  for  nature  and  passion  for  the  outdoors

has  brought  him  to  some  of  the  most  extreme  habitats

on  earth  to  study  and  f i lm  critically  endangered

wildlife .  Justin  is  currently  traveling  the  country  with

his  f iancé  and  dog  in  their  travel  camper .

Julie Henry
Founder/President, Finish Line Leadership 

Julie  Henry  is  President  of  Finish  Line  Leadership ,  a

training  and  consulting  f irm  built  to  help  leaders

drive  change  and  communicate  with  purpose .  She

began  her  career  at  Mote  Marine  Laboratory  as  an

intern  and  has  now  worked  with  over  55

organizations  across  corporate ,  nonprofit ,

government ,  and  community  sectors  including

Nabisco ,  the  Associated  Builders  and  Contractors ,

Seattle  Aquarium ,  and  Disney .  Julie  holds  an  MA  in

Communication  from  the  University  of  South

Florida ,  was  selected  as  a  Fellow  of  National

Audubon  Society 's  Toyota  TogetherGreen  Program ,

and  chosen  as  a  Rotary  Ambassadorial  Scholar  to

New  Zealand .  She  is  Chicago-born ,  Cleveland-

raised ,  and  proud  to  call  Sarasota  home  with  her

two  children ,  two  cats ,  and  the  myriad  of  Florida

wildlife  outside  her  doors .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Alyssa Irizarry 
Senior Vice President, Bow Seat Ocean
Awareness Programs

Alyssa  Ir izarry  is  the  Senior  Vice  President  at  Bow

Seat  Ocean  Awareness  Programs ,  a  nonprofit  that

engages  teens  in  ocean  conservation  and  advocacy

through  the  arts .  Alyssa  holds  a  B .A .  in  Art  History

and  Environmental  Studies  from  Tufts  University .

Prior  to  Bow  Seat ,  Alyssa  was  an  educator  at  The

Science  Barge ,  The  Florida  Aquarium ,  and  The  Island

School ,  and  marketing  manager  for  The  School  for

Field  Studies .  Alyssa  has  published  research  on  using

murals  as  a  tool  to  educate  and  engage

communities  in  ocean  conservation  efforts ,  and  has

organized  youth  programming  for  ocean-focused

public  art  initiatives  worldwide .  As  an  artist ,

gardener ,  and  climate  activist ,  Alyssa  is  passionate

about  helping  students  of  all  ages  discover  and

creatively  explore  their  relationship  with  the  natural

world .

Dr. Aileen Maldonado
Postdoctoral Fellow, Mote Marine Laboratory

Dr .  Aileen  Maldonado  is  Postdoctoral  Fellow  in  the

Ecotoxicology  Program  with  Mote  Marine  Laboratory .

She  strives  to  understand  the  fate  and  effect  of  natural

toxins  and  anthropogenic  toxicants  on  marine

organisms ’  molecular  pathways  and  behavior  so  that

this  information  may  be  used  to  manage  and  preserve

marine  ecosystems  and  marine  biodiversity .  She  has  10

years  of  experience  conducting  research  and  teaching

for  private ,  nonprofit ,  academic ,  and  government

organizations  on  marine  conservation  and

ecotoxicology .  Aileen ’s  passion  for  education  has  led

her  to  teach  underrepresented  youth  in  Oakland

middle  schools ,  teach  diving  to  high  school  students  at

a  non-profit  institute  Blue  Endeavors  and  continues  to

teach  high  school  students  for  the  Mote  High  School

Intern  Advanced  Program .  When  she  not  researching

marine  ecosystems ,  she  is  spending  time  in  them

instructing  diving ,  surfing  and  swimming .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Jillian Morris
Founder & President, Sharks4Kids

Born  and  raised  in  Maine ,  Jill ian ’s  love  for  the  ocean

started  at  an  early  age  and  has  continued  to  play  an

integral  role  in  her  adult  l i fe .  She  has  spent

thousands  of  hours  in  the  f ield  working  and  diving

with  sharks  across  the  globe .  She  is  a  marine

biologist ,  shark  conservationist ,  scuba  instructor ,

explorer  and  educator .  She  has  f i lmed  for  numerous

television  shows  and  networks ,  has  appeared  on

Shark  Week ,  is  a  PADI  Ambassadiver ,  was  named

Scuba  Diving  Magazine 's  July  2016  Sea  Hero  and  was

awarded  the  inaugural  Shark  Con  Shark  Hero  Award

in  2017 .   She  is  the  author  of  Norman  the  Nurse

Shark  and  Shark  Super  Powers  and  a  member  of  the

prestigious  Ocean  Artists  Society .

 Brittany Novick 
Clinical Diagnostics Coordinator,  National Marine
Mammal Foundation

Brittany  Novick  is  a  marine  conservation  biologist  with  the

National  Marine  Mammal  Foundation  (NMMF)  in  San  Diego ,

CA .  She  not  only  currently  serves  as  the  clinical  diagnostic

coordinator  for  the  U .S .  Navy  Marine  Mammal  Program ,  she

also  assists  in  conservation  research  and  is  on  the  NMMF ’s

community  education  and  outreach  team .  Before  coming  to

the  NMMF ,  Brittany  has  had  a  wide  range  of  experiences ,

from  coral  cultivation ,  to  aquarium  construction ,  to  marine

mammal  rescue  and  rehabilitation ,  to  motivational

speaking ,  to  producing  and  hosting  wildlife  television .

In  2017 ,  Brittany  represented  the  USA  at  the  Miss  SCUBA

International  pageant  in  Malaysia ,  going  on  to  win  the

international  title .  Miss  SCUBA  International ’s  mission  is  to

promote  ocean  conservation  and  women  in  SCUBA  diving

around  the  world .  As  the  title  holder ,  Brittany  went  on  to  visit  &

speak  at  schools ,  conferences ,  and  dive  shows  in  13  different

countries  regarding  topics  on  ocean  conservation ,  conservation

education ,  women  in  diving  and  SCUBA  safety  practices .  

Brittany  is  currently  earning  her  master ’s  degree  in

conservation  biology  and  is  also  a  professional  f igure  skater .  In

her  spare  time ,  she  enjoys  photography ,  archery ,  and  swing

dancing .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Caroleigh Pierce
Nonprofit Outreach Manager, Klean Kanteen

Caroleigh  Pierce  is  the  Nonprofit  Outreach  Manager  at

Klean  Kanteen  based  in  Chico ,  Ca .  where  she  manages  their

1% For  the  Planet  giving  program .  In  her  role ,  Caroleigh

oversees  f inancial  and  product  contributions  to  nonprofit

organizations  globally .  She  also  facil itates  conversations

between  sales ,  product ,  marketing  teams  at  Klean  and  their

nonprofit  partners  in  order  to  create  new  ways  to  get  their

partner  stories  in  front  of  the  Klean  community ,  raising

dollars  and  awareness  for  plastic  pollution ,  land  and  water

conservation ,  safe  consumer  products  and  getting  families

outdoors .  

Her  work  in  the  outdoor  industry  has  inspired  her  to  explore

our  national  parks  and  wild  spaces  and  she  is  currently  an

ambassador  for  both  The  5  Gyres  Institute  and  The

Conservation  Alliance  as  well  as  a  member  of  the  Board  of

Advisors  to  Bodhi  Surf  and  Yoga  in  Costa  Rica  and  founding

member  of  the  Power  of  100  Women  in  Chico ,  Ca .  Caroleigh

is  a  California  State  University  Chico  graduate  who  earned  a

BA  in  Psychology  and  her  K-8  multi  subject  teaching

credential .  She  l ives  in  Meridian ,  Idaho  with  her  husband

Brian .  She  has  4  adult  children  and  1  handsome  grandson !

 Dr. Ellen Prager 
Earth2Ocean, Inc

Dr .  Prager  is  a  marine  scientist  and  author ,  widely  recognized  for

her  expertise  and  ability  to  make  science  entertaining  and

understandable  for  people  of  all  ages .  She  currently  works  as  a

freelance  writer ,  consultant ,  chief  scientist  for  StormCenter

Communications ,  and  science  advisor  to  Celebrity  Cruises  in  the

Galapagos  Islands .  She  was  previously  the  Chief  Scientist  for  the

Aquarius  Reef  Base  program  in  Key  Largo ,  FL ,  which  includes  the

world ’s  only  undersea  research  station ,  and  at  one  time  the

Assistant  Dean  at  the  University  of  Miami ’s  Rosenstiel  School  of

Marine  and  Atmospheric  Science .  Dr .  Prager  has  built  a  national

reputation  as  a  scientist  and  spokesperson  for  the  earth  and

ocean  sciences  and  is  a  sought-after  speaker  for  public-oriented

events .  She  has  published  numerous  books  from  popular  science

to  adventure  novels  for  middle  graders  that  integrate  science

into  the  stories .  She  has  appeared  on  The  Today  Show  and  NBC

News ,  Good  Morning  America ,  CNN ,  Fox  News ,  CBS  Early  Show ,

The  Weather  Channel ,  and  was  a  consultant  for  the  Disney

movie ,  Moana .
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Baylee Ritter
Youth Advisor, The Ocean Project

Baylee  Ritter  is  an  environmental  “people  person”  with  a

passion  for  uplifting  the  stories  and  voices  of  our  shared

planet  and  its  people .  Baylee  is  the  student  co-founder

of  Operation  Endangered  Species ,  a  collaborative  effort

between  the  I l l inois  Department  of  Natural  Resources

and  18  high  schools  across  I l l inois  that  focuses  on  saving

endangered  species  from  extinction .  Since  2012 ,  she  has

helped  raise  and  release  500  alligator  snapping  turtles

(critically  endangered  in  the  state  of  I l l inois)  back  into

the  wild .  She  is  also  one  of  the  leaders  of  the

Prescription  Pill  and  Drug  Disposal  Program ,  which  has

disposed  of  4 .5  million  pounds  of  unused  or  unwanted

medication  and  prevented  it  from  entering  local

waterways  around  the  world .  Baylee  is  also  the  monthly

host  of  the  Rise  Up  webinar  series .  Rise  Up  is  a  youth- led

monthly  webinar  series  that  hopes  to  expand  the  global

youth  movement  by  eliminating  the  barriers  that  many

young  people  face  when  trying  to  grow  both  their

advocacy  skills  as  well  as  their  understanding  of  the

issues  facing  our  planet .  Baylee  is  a  2020  National

Geographic  Young  Explorer  and  Youth  Advisor  for  The

Ocean  Project .

Amelia Rogers
Education Curator, St. Louis Aquarium
Foundation

Amelia  is  a  St .  Louis  native ,  and  grew  up  camping ,  hiking ,

and  exploring  all  the  natural  beauty  of  Missouri .  She

completed  her  Bachelor 's  in  Meteorology  at  Saint  Louis

University ,  then  earned  her  Masters  of  Public  Administration

and  Nonprofit  Management  from  Eastern  Michigan

University .  From  creating  environmental  and  animal  welfare

education  programs  to  managing  a  dog  rescue  in  Thailand ,

her  love  of  animals  and  passion  for  educating  has  led  her  to

various  organizations  throughout  the  world .  Amelia  is

excited  to  be  back  in  her  hometown ,  dedicating  her  efforts

toward  a  community  she  loves .  When  asked  her  favorite  part

about  working  for  the  brand  new  St .  Louis  Aquarium

Foundation ,  Amelia  said ,  " I  am  excited  to  help  bring

conservation  education  to  a  community  I  love .  Having  an

aquarium  in  our  city  gives  us  the  opportunity  to  explore  how

our  dependence  upon  water  connects  us  with  other  humans ,

other  animals ,  and  the  planet  as  a  whole . "

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Paul Rose
Expedition Leader, National Geographic
Pristine Seas Expeditions

A  man  at  the  front  l ine  of  exploration  and  one  of  the

world ’s  most  experienced  science  expedition  leaders ,

Paul  Rose  helps  scientists  unlock  and  communicate

global  mysteries  in  the  most  remote  and  challenging

regions  of  the  planet .  Former  Vice  President  of  the  Royal

Geographical  Society  – representing  Fieldwork  and

Expeditions ,  Paul  is  Expedition  Leader  for  the  National

Geographic  Pristine  Seas  Expeditions .  In  his  work  for

BBC  Paul  presents  television  programmes  focused  on

science  and  the  environment .  As  a  Polar  Guide ,  Paul  has

led  Greenland  Ice  Cap  crossings ,  f irst  ascents  of

previously  unclimbed  Arctic  mountains  and  new  ski-

mountaineering  routes .  He  was  the  Base  Commander  of

Rothera  Research  Station ,  Antarctica ,  for  the  British

Antarctic  Survey  for  10  years  and  was  awarded  HM  The

Queen 's  Polar  Medal .  For  his  work  with  NASA  and  the

Mars  Lander  project  on  Mt  Erebus ,  Antarctica ,  he  was

awarded  the  US  Polar  Medal .  A  mountain  in  Antarctica

is  named  after  him .

Julie Scardina
Conservationist/Travel Professional, Mission:
Wildlife/Latitude Expeditions

A  l i felong  love  of  all  animals  led  Julie  to  careers  as  animal

trainer ,  conservationist ,  and  educator .  Julie  has  been

recognized  for  her  work  in  these  f ields  with  a  variety  of

awards :  a  trainer ’s  association  l i fetime  achievement  award ,  a

US  Fish  & Wildlife  Service  award  for  conservation ,  an  Emmy

for  educational  programming ,  and  a  collegiate  Hall  of  Fame

induction  to  name  a  few .  Julie  is  currently  President/CEO  of

the  non-profit  organization  Mission :  Wildlife .

Julie  co-authored  the  book  Wildlife  Heroes  highlighting  40

conservationists  and  their  dedicated  l i fe ’s  work  to  save

imperiled  species .  Julie  was  also  the  most  frequent  guest  on

the  Tonight  Show  with  Jay  Leno  and  appeared  on  the  Today

Show  over  100  times  discussing  animals  and  conservation .

After  decades  of  travel  to  all  seven  continents ,  often  f i lming

for  wildlife  and  conservation  content ,  Julie  also  works  as  a

travel  advisor  and  planner ,  utilizing  travel  to  increase

understanding  and  support  for  wildlife  and  wild  places ,  the

very  things  she  holds  most  dear .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Jim Wharton
Director of Conservation Engagement and
Learning, Seattle Aquarium

Jim  Wharton  is  the  Director  of  Conservation

Engagement  and  Learning  at  the  Seattle  Aquarium

where  he  works  with  a  dynamic  team  committed

to  catalyzing  an  emerging  ocean  ethic  in  our

communities .  Jim  joined  the  Aquarium  in  2012

from  Mote  Marine  Laboratory  where  he  served  as

Vice  President  of  Education .  He  holds  a  B .S .  from

the  University  of  Michigan ,  an  M .S .  from  Oregon

State  University ,  and  is  currently  completing  a

Ph .D .  in  educational  measurement  at  the

University  of  South  Florida .  Jim  and  the  team  at

the  Seattle  Aquarium  have  been  working  with

partners  to  explore  how  fostering  empathy  in  our

audiences  can  contribute  to  conservation

outcomes .  To  date ,  the  Aquarium  has  hosted

workshops  for  more  than  50  AZA  institutions  with

a  combined  attendance  of  over  60  million

annually .  Jim  also  serves  as  the  Public

Engagement  Project  Coordinator  for  AZA  SAFE ’s

shark  and  ray  conservation  action  plan .

Ryan Sobel
Artist, Sobel Designs

Artist  and  advocate  for  science ,  Ryan  is  passionate

about  using  his  work  as  a  tool  to  communicate  the

beauty  and  fragility  of  nature .  Currently  a  graduate

student  at  Case  Western  Reserve  University ,  he  hopes

to  utilize  his  diverse  experiences  in  youth  leadership ,

creative  entrepreneurship ,  environmental  NPOs ,  eco-

tourism ,  scientific  communication ,  and  research

biology  to  transform  scientific  knowledge  into  real-

world  solutions .

S P E A K E R  B I O S



Join Youth Ocean Conservation Summit participants, alumni, and partners, alongside a

global community of ocean conservation champions, to celebrate 10 years of the Youth

Ocean Conservation Summit and our collective impact to protect our blue planet. 

This special virtual event will feature a powerful conversation, “The Next Wave – Charting a

Course for a New Decade of Ocean Conservation”, featuring ocean conservationist and marine

policy advocate, Wendy Benchley, renowned marine life artist, Wyland, and Director of the

Chicago Zoological Society's Sarasota Dolphin Research Program, Dr. Randy Wells. The

discussion will also engage in an inspiring group of Youth Ocean Conservation Summit

participants from across the country. The event will also feature the premiere of a film

celebrating 10 years of YOCS.  

The event will take place virtually on Friday, December 4, 2020 from 6:00pm-8:00pm
Eastern Time. Admission to this event is free, however due to limited seating an RSVP

is required. 

YO C S  1 0 T H  ANN I V E R S A R Y  

C E L E B RA T I O N

Friday, December 4 
6:00-8:00pm EST

Register to join us today at www.yocs.org/2020-summit

Featuring Special Guests

Dr. Randy Wells
Director, 

Sarasota Dolphin Research Program

Wendy Benchley
Marine Policy Adcocate

Wyland
Marine Life Artist

#YOCS20 #10YearsofYOCS


